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END-OF-YEAR TEST  
 
 
VOCABULARY AND 
GRAMMAR PAPER 

Part 1 

Read the review of a television programme. For questions 1–10, choose the correct  
answer A, B or C. 

 

 

0 A good     B best    C better 

1 A I seen     B I’ve seen   C I saw 

2 A which     B what    C who 

3 A is      B are    C was 

4 A for      B to     C by 

5 A have     B must    C haven’t 

6 A must     B mustn’t   C might 

7 A win     B find    C take 

8 A if they will do   B if they don’t  C if they do 

9 A isn’t     B are    C aren’t 

10 A as      B like    C that 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The (0) _____ TV show (1)         _ this year is Life. It stars fifteen teenagers (2) ______ are filmed 
in their day-to-day lives. The children (3) ______ followed twenty-four hours a day (4) ______ 
cameras and there are even cameras in their homes. Every week there are different activities 
which the children (5) ______ to participate in. It could be a physical challenge, like learning a new 
sport,  
or it (6) ______ be a more social one, like making a new friend. The children (7) ______ points 
every time they do something well and (8) ______ something nice, they get a special prize. 
Although Life is similar to some reality shows, there (9) ______ any other shows which are as  
positive (10) ______ this one. If you haven’t seen it yet, make sure you watch it next week! 

 

TV show of the year 
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END-OF-YEAR TEST  
 
 
VOCABULARY AND 
GRAMMAR PAPER 

 

Part 2 

Read the article. For questions 11–20, choose the correct answer A, B or C. 

 

0 A   how to   B   how is     C  how 

11 A If you ask   B If you would ask  C  If you will ask 

12 A can    B should    C mustn’t 

13 A you study   B you studied   C you’ve studied 

14 A might    B can     C mustn’t 

15 A aren’t    B will      C won’t 

16 A a     B some     C the 

17 A on     B about     C to 

18 A have    B have to    C must 

19 A best    B good     C well 

20 A healthy   B healthier    C healthiest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to prepare for an exam 

Everyone has advice on (0) ______ prepare for exams. (11) ______ your parents, they’ll probably  
say you (12) ______ revise everything (13) ______ this year. If you ask your teachers, they  
(14) ______ say you should do some past exams. If you ask me, I think you should do both of 
those things but they (15) ______ be enough. For me, (16) ______ most important thing is 
organisation. That means you should start to prepare for your exams months before you have 
them. Think carefully (17) ______ what you know and decide what you (18) ______ to know to 
pass the exam. Make yourself a revision plan and follow it every day. Finally, make sure you eat 
(19) ______ and do plenty of exercise before you have exams – you have to be as (20) ______ as 
possible on the day of the exam. 


